Improving the Speed of Industry

NIDEC-SHIMPO CORPORATION

NIDEC Corporation
With annual sales exceeding $11 Billion, the NIDEC Corporation is the world’s largest manufacturer of brushless DC motors. NIDEC has operations in 40 countries
through 230 group companies. Founded in 1973 by
current Chairman of the Board and CEO, Shigenobu
Nagamori, the NIDEC Corporation has built out a portfolio of motor technologies that span all industries and
impact us in our everyday lives. NIDEC is making significant contributions to energy savings by developing and
manufacturing

highly

efficient

technologies—technologies

that

motor

and

drive

keep

the

world

moving forward.
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HDD Motors
Other Small Motors
Optical disk drive motors, OA equipment motors, polygon scanners, MPU cooling
fans, game machine fans, PC/communications fans, home appliance fans, automobile
fans, vibration motors, brush motors, stepping motors, actuator units

Auto
Vibration motors, brush motors, stepping motors
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Game machine consoles, MPU cooling fans, PC/communications devices, home
appliances, automobiles

Machinery:
Industrial robots, card readers, circuit board testers, high-speed pressing machines, chip
mounters, measuring equipment, power transmission equipment, factory
automation system

Electronic & Optical Components:
Camera shutters, switches, trimmer potentiometers, processing, precision plastic
mold products

Others:
Logistics and services, musical products

NIDEC-SHIMPO
NIDEC-SHIMPO has established itself as the leading supplier of precision
gearing solutions to the industrial automation marketplace. Since 1952,
when we introduced the world’s first mechanical variable speed drive,
NIDEC-SHIMPO has expanded into a diverse manufacturer of high precision
power transmission systems for highly dynamic motion control applications.
Today, NIDEC-SHIMPO is shipping over 60,000 gearheads per month out of
our manufacturing plants in Kyoto and Shanghai. Our diverse product portfolio, state-of-the-art machines, technical capabilities and manufacturing
scale allow our customers to compete and expand their business globally.
Our aim is to continue to innovate and provide the highest quality products
for our global customer base.

ISO 9001 • ISO 14001

Global Connections
NIDEC-SHIMPO is committed to being a world class
global partner for our customer base. To support the
needs of a constantly expanding and evolving global
economy, we continue to invest heavily in extending
the footprint of our support network, distribution
channels and manufacturing capabilities. Our customers know our products will always be supported, no
matter where they’re shipped.
NIDEC-SHIMPO has grown to over 2,400 employees
strong with a presence across five continents. We
leverage our broad scale but rely on local regions to
intimately serve the needs of our customers in an
increasingly competitive environment.

NIDEC-SHIMPO
Employees ....................................... 2,410
Sales Revenue................................ $420 Million USD
Corporate Headquarters .......... Kyoto, Japan
Americas Headquarters............ Glendale Heights, Illinois
Production Facilities....................Kyoto, Japan,
Zheijang, China
Glendale Heights, Illinois
Sales Offices.................................... Glendale Heights, Illinois
Monterrey, Mexico
Querétaro, Mexico
São Paulo, Brasil

Americas
Glendale Heights, IL (NA Headquarters)
Monterrey
Querétaro
São Paulo

Europe
Milan
Barcelona
Warsaw
Vienna
Birmingham
Copenhagen

Asia-Pacific
Kyoto (Corporate Headquarters)
Beijing
Shanghai
Pinghu
Xianggang
Seoul
Taiwan
Singapore
Bangalore

Solutions for Industry
NIDEC-SHIMPO invests heavily in developing higher precision drive
technologies and positioning devices to meet the evolving needs of
our global customer base. We excel across a number of industry sectors
including Machine Tools, Food & Beverage, Robotics, Aerospace,
Assembly & Test, Medical/Pharma, Material Handling and Printing. We
strive to offer the widest variety of product in the marketplace to drive
every axis of our customers’ machines. Through our manufacturing
expertise, we enable our customers to bring cost effective, reliable
designs to market.

Drive Solutions:
Inline & Right Angle Planetary Gearboxes
Servo Worm Gearboxes
Cycloidal Gearboxes
Strain Wave Gears
Rotary Index Tables
Traction Drives
Custom Gearmotor Assemblies

www.drives.nidec-shimpo.com

NIDEC-SHIMPO
NA Headquarters
175 Wall Street,
Glendale Heights,
IL 60139 USA
Phone: (800) 842-1479

NIDEC-SHIMPO
Parque Tecnológico Innovación
Queretaro
Carretera Estatal 431 KM 2+200
Advance 2 local 2 y 3
El Marques, Queretaro
Mexico 76246

NIDEC-SHIMPO
Blvd. Carlos Salinas de Gortari
km. 9.5 Apodaca
Nuevo León. 66600. México

NIDEC-SHIMPO CORPORATION
Corporate Headquarters
1 Terada, Kohtari
Nagaokakyo-City
Kyoto Japan 617-0833

